SEMICONDUCTORS
DRIVE SMART

10 - 13 Nov 2020, Messe München, Munich, Germany

The Largest European Electronics Platform connecting Industry Leaders across the entire Design and Manufacturing Supply Chain

At SEMICON Europa, you’ll have the opportunity to learn about the most pressing technological trends and challenges from the companies driving innovation in electronics. Join our conferences and technical sessions - Fab Management, Advanced Packaging, SMART Mobility, SMART MedTech, MEMS and Imaging Sensors - and take advantage of strategic networking opportunities. Visit our TechARENA, Inspiration Hub and EU Digital Future Forum to explore cutting-edge innovations and get inspired!

As an Exhibitor, you’ll have access to every event attendee through show floor presence. Exhibition is a great way to show on-site visibility and strengthen your position as a leader in the electronics manufacturing supply chain. Join our growing list of Exhibitors and reserve your booth today!

Co-located with

semiconeuropa.org
SEMICON Europa 2020 Promises to Attract More Top Purchasers, Manufacturers, and Executives Than Ever!

Key Facts
- 25% visitors represent engineering job functions
- 75% involved in Purchasing Decisions
- 34% are Executives and Senior Managers
- 8,000+ visitors from 85 Countries registered in 2019

Who Attends SEMICON Europa?
A highly influential audience from every segment and sector of the global microelectronics industry including C-level executives, leading manufacturers, technology leaders and purchasers.

Areas of Interest

Sponsorship Packages
Sponsorship of SEMICON provides various ways to enhance the presence of your company through thought leadership, on-site visibility, strategic networking, and targeted marketing. Contact us to learn more: Adi Hodorov at ahodorov@semi.org

2020 EXHIBIT OPTIONS
| Raw Space | SEMI Member EUR 295/sqm | Non-member* EUR 395/sqm |

Reserve your booth today!

Contact: Reviliani Gani / Robert Sellnow at semiconeuropa@semi.org

Call for Sponsors Open:
We know how to increase your visibility!

Contact:
Adi Hodorov, ahodorov@semi.org